
1. Introduction
Whilst cycling tourism and other various cyclist movements are getting more 
popular, there comes a need to plan the universal cycling infrastructure responsibly 
and effectively so that it gives the best user benefit. In Lithuania‘s Protected 
Territories or Regional Parks when planning and designing new tourist cycling 
routes the attention is always paid and highlighted on the cultural and tourist 
attractions, but the attention is lacking about the physical cyclist needs and the 
cyclists are not informed about the aspacets describing tourist cycling route cyclists are not informed about the aspacets describing tourist cycling route 
difficulty. That is why there is a need to have a complex methodology of tourist 
bicycle route difficulty assessment and tools which would allow assessment 
of current and future cycling infrastructure not only outside the urban areas, 
but to also use it in the cities.This type of complex tourist bicycle route systems with 
the approach of difficulty assessment were not developed before. Worldwide the 
used practice is of simple informing, when tourists get brochures in place about 
cycling routes with their length, relief profile and the planned duration of the trip. cycling routes with their length, relief profile and the planned duration of the trip. 
Furthermore, there are mountain bike trail sports grading systems, which pay 
attention to different kind of criterions that are only important to sportsmen.
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2. Research methods
The scheme below depicts the research methodology structure. At the top we 
have research goal and hypothesis. The green circles represent the 6 objectives 
of the research. The below arrows show how each of them were performed or 
answered by using different methods and what kind of things were possible to 
derive from each of the steps in the process.

- Cyclist sociometric research. It was required to understand what assessment 
criteria were especially important for cycling tourists and what are their needs
when planning tourist cycling trips.
- Multicriteria assessment systems (MCDM). They set a basis for development of 
a clear and founded difficulty assessment system, based on proven scientific 
theories (Malczewski 1999; 2006). To assess the route difficulty for different cyclist 
types the types the pairwise comparison matrix method (Thomas L. Saaty 1977) was used. 
Thanks to this, adequate relative importance coefficients were calculated. 
- GIS technologies. With the help of GIS modelling it was possible to create an 
automated model corresponding to the pre-formed assessment system for 
calculating the difficulty.
   The conceptual scheme of GIS methodology application will help to 
understand the principles and 
processes behind the dprocesses behind the developed 
GIS model. GIS Methodology

There are three flows in the GIS methodology application scheme - 
‘User’, ‘Model’ and ‘Data Sources’. 
- The ‘User’ flow shows what input one should ideally provide and what output 
will be produced by the model. 
- The ‘Model’ flow lists the steps and calculations that model is performing after 
the required inputs are provided by ‘User’.
-- The ‘Data Sources’ flow lists the required additional data for successful 
implementation and calculation of the end result.

3. Results
3.1 Cyclist sociometric research results

Cyclist survey of 119 cyclists showed that there is a need to develop a complex 
methodological system of tourist bicycle route difficulty assessment, because the 
current practical applications supply for cyclists does not sufficiently solve the 
planning of tourist cycling routes nor offers difficulty assessment functions.5 most 
popular free solutions used for cycling trip planning among Lithuanian cycling 
tourists were examined and assessed through the cyclist online questionnaire.tourists were examined and assessed through the cyclist online questionnaire. Only 
2 of the 5 solutions offered more than 60% of the functionalities that were listed 
by cyclists as important for planning tourist cycling trips. 4 clear-cut cyclist types 
were identified in the cyclist survey research: city, leisure, hobby and professionals. 

3.2 Complex tourist cycling route difficulty assessment system

Based on the chosen research methods, such as multicriteria assessment system 
principles and cyclist survey results, a complex tourist cycling route difficulty 
assessment system was developed. This system includes three different 
evaluation criterions and is able to check the difficulty for different cyclist 
types (four alternatives). The structure of the system is shown on the right.

The complex tourist cycling route difficulty The complex tourist cycling route difficulty 
system is one of the main results of this thesis 
work, because it partially represents the 
practical aspect of the developed GIS
methodology. In this way the system is 
required for further thesis work results delivery 
- the automated GIS model development. 

The logic behind the system structure is very The logic behind the system structure is very 
simple - given a tourist cycling route (as 
assessment object) it evaluates the physical 
route criterions (elevation change, distance, 
path cover) in certain scores and for four 
different cyclist types (alternatives). 

The alternatives, representing four cyclist types, 
work as concrete different cases that will be work as concrete different cases that will be 
included into cycling route assessment. For 
each alternative there will be calculated a 
different relative importance coefficient, because 
each cyclist type is unequally sensitive to physical route criterions. This also 
means that the difficulty rating will be calculated for each alternative 
(cyclist type). Relative importance coefficients - numeric multipliers that
describe each physical route criterion importance for a complex tourist cyclingdescribe each physical route criterion importance for a complex tourist cycling

For the mathematical basis 
of route difficulty assessment 
results calculation the 
Weighted Sum method 
was chosen. 

route difficulty calculation. 
Thanks to these numeric 
multipliers, assessment criterions 
can be joined into one uniform 
assessment system.

Assessment scale and cyclists’ 
needs analysis

The goal of the complex tourist cycling route 
difficulty assessment system is to answer the 
question: how to assess tourist cycling routes 
based on this assessment scale so that it would 
clearly tell for which type of cyclist the routes are clearly tell for which type of cyclist the routes are 
suitable?  The assessment scale (below) was 
formed based on previous scientific research and 
cyclist survey results analysis. 

The analysis of cyclists’ needs upon physical 
cycling route features is important, because it 
joins the results of sociometric research and 
practical solution assessment.practical solution assessment. This way it adds to 
the adequate complex assessment system 
formation. The system is formed so that it would 
be able to pay attention to different cyclists’ needs 
by listing 4 cyclist types. A more detailed cyclists’ 
needs analysis (see table on the bottom-left side 
of the poster) was possible to perform based on 
specific scenario-based questions that were posed specific scenario-based questions that were posed 
to cyclists in the survey. These scenario-based 
questions were used for the in-depth analysis 
to understand the leading physical efforts and 
priorities of each cyclist type when planning 
tourist cycling trips.

It is evident that leisure cyclists in a 3-score assessment scale 
are the most sensitive to more complex tourist cycling route 
features. Hobby cyclists are also more sensitive than city and 
professional cyclists to certain tourist cycling route features. It is 
also clear that elevation change and path cover criterions have a 
bigger impact on tourist cycling route choice than route distance. 

RRelative importance coefficient determination 
and difficulty calculation

The determination of relative importance coefficients is  a crucial
step in forming this difficultry assessment system, because it 
represents adequate importance of each assessment criterion to 
different cyclists’ needs. Calculation of relative importance 
coefficients is based on the cyclist type sensitivity to physical route 
criterionscriterions derived from sociometric research results analysis and 
pairwise comparison matrix method. The size of relative importance 
coefficients indeed express the quality of the whole research work. 
Pairwise comparison matrix method needs assessment criteria and 
alternatives. In the formed system, the assessment criteria are the 
physical route criterions and alternatives represent 4 cyclist types. 
Pairwise comparison matrix method allows to determine which 
criterion and how much it is more important than another criterion criterion and how much it is more important than another criterion 
by comparing criterion pairs, for example, route distance and path 
cover, route distance with elevation change etc.

We will take an example of a leisure cyclist. If the leisure cyclist 
rates an elevation change criterion as much more important 
than route distance, then an esimate of 5/1 is given. It means 
that route distance as a criterion is much less important than 
elevation change and the latter estimate is mirrored - 1/5. 
After specific calculation measures applied, the row averages 
((in green)  represent the real relative importance coefficients. 

From the relative importance coefficients, we see that for 
leisure cyclists most important assessment criteria are 
elevation change and route path cover. In the below table all 
calculated relative importance coefficients (weights) for each 
alternative are provided.

Now only the final calculation of a complex tourist cycling 
route difficulty assessment is missing.route difficulty assessment is missing. The Weighted Sum 
method was used to calculate the final difficulty rating and 
it was possible to do, because all physical route criterions were 
reclassified into numeric scales. The following formula was 
used, where:
 S - weighted sum,
 Wi - relative importance coefficient (weight) of a
corresponding assessment criterion corresponding assessment criterion (e.g. distance),
 Xi - value of assessment criterion in scores (e.g. ‘2’). 

Route name: AukstaitijosMazZiedas
Route length: 39.3 km
Route mean elevation gradient: 12.6 %
Route path cover rating: 2.0
Route difficulty by rating from 1 to 3: 2.5
Calculated for cyclist type: 2

Path cover ratings explained:Path cover ratings explained:
1.0 - Easily passable 
2.0 - Mixed path covers
3.0 - Complex path covers

Cyclist types:
1 - City cyclist
2 - Leisure cyclist
3 - Hobby cyclist3 - Hobby cyclist
4 - Professional cyclist 

3.3 GIS automated tool for tourist cycling route 
difficulty assessment

The aim of the development of this GIS 
automated model tool was to provide 
proof that the complex tourist cycling 
route difficulty assessment system could 
be applied in practice and could have be applied in practice and could have 
wide opportunities of being reused, 
for instance: opportunities to integrate
into web map browsers, practical solution 
applications or implement in the public 
sector for cycling track and cycling route 
infrastructure development. 
                          
Below the final GIS model scheme is
provided.

In total 6 input parameters are required 
in order to run the model (cycling route 
or segment in either .shp or .gpx format, 
cyclist type choice, coordinate system 
choice, DEM rasters choice, workspace 
and output locations).

A small part of theA small part of the GIS model was 
written in python programming 
language - two python sript tools were 
developed. The first was used for 
automatic .gpx and .shp file conversion 
to the ArcGIS Feature Classes. The 
second was used for producing 
automatic output in text file format. automatic output in text file format. 
An example of that is shown on the left - 
it is merely a description of the main 
cycling route features.

4. Conclusions and Recommendations
1. The complex tourist cycling difficulty assessment 
system must encompass both - different cyclists’ needs, 
as assessment criterions, as well as pay attention to
differences in cyclist physical readiness by distinguishing 
cyclist types. 

2. Important functionalities for cyclists for tourist 
cycling route difficulty assessment are not currently cycling route difficulty assessment are not currently 
offered or are insufficient by the most popular practical 
solution applications in the market. 

3. It was identified that the complex difficulty assessment 
could be performed with GIS technologies and in an 
automated way. This is how the Thesis Work hypothesis 
was confirmed. 

4.4. Development of the original GIS tool for automated 
assessment realized the practical application of the formed

complex tourist cycling route difficulty assessment 
methodology and disclosed its wide opportunities of reusability 
by implementing the model in practical solution applications, 
web solutions. 

5. The practical testing of the GIS automated model 
showed that the developed GIS model conformity to the 
randomly selected cyclists’ randomly selected cyclists’ evaluations is at the level of 80%
reliability. Therefore, this GIS model is suitable for assessment 
of complex tourist cycling route difficulty. 

   A few of examples how this system and GIS tools could 
be improved, - inclusion of additional assessment criterions, 
such as touristic comfort, traffic intensity, weather conditions. 
In addition to that, the assessment scales could be expanded 
by inclusion of the 4th and the 5th scores.by inclusion of the 4th and the 5th scores. This would result 
in wider application and usability in more hilly and 
mountaineous areas, such as European Alps. 
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